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Design and feasibility studies 

• The three-stage  tracking  “pipeline”: 
– fast tracking/seeding (~L2)  

• with input from LVL1 or/and FTK 

– hypothesis stage (before EB) (~L2 Hypo) 

– precision tracking (~EF) seeded by 
• fast tracking stage 

• default EF seeding but only with data not used 
so far 
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Feasibility studies of the 
design done using L2Star: 
1) Timing: time/seed taken 
by the EF tracking  

Seems to be OK:  
0.2 ms/seed, nearly 
flat vs. occupancy 

2) Efficiency: for SiTrack + EF 
tracking combination, MC   

34102 Z

Efficiency Fake rate 

99.0% 8% 

Eff./fake rate better than those 
of any existing L2 tracking algo.     
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Figure 1: A schematic of the planned redesigned software HLT Inner Detector trigger.

When an event is accepted by the L1 trigger, data from the detector are read out from the pipelines64

on the detector front end electronics into custom ReadOut Bu↵ers (ROBs), where they are stored for65

access by the L2 processors. To reduce the rate at which data must be read out from the ROBs, Regions66

of Interest (RoIs) are identified by the L1 trigger. These contain features of interest which merit further67

processing. For the ID trigger, these RoIs are identified from hits in the muon spectrometer that may68

be consistent with muon candidates, and also from clusters of energy in the calorimeter consistent with69

electron or tau candidates, or jets. The processing at L2 is generally limited only to those RoIs, thus70

reducing the data volume that must be read out to around 2% of the full detector volume. Di↵erent track71

finding strategies can be executed at L2 to reconstruct tracks. Following the L2 decision, if the event is72

to be kept, the full detector data is read out for processing by the EF.73

During LS1 and the subsequent running period the ATLAS tracking algorithms will be augmented74

by a new hardware track finder – the Fast TracKer (FTK) [6]. The FTK will reconstruct track candidates75

using custom fast electronics for events already accepted by Level 1 to provide tracking information76

ready at the start of the Level 2 processing.77

2 Algorithm development78

The ATLAS HLT is currently being redesigned in preparation for Run 2. Instead of the two levels – L279

and EF – the HLT processing will take place on a single CPU node in the single HLT farm. This will80

reduce the overall data volume that needs to be requested by the HLT system, since data requested by the81

L2 algorithms will no longer need to be requested again when building the event for the EF processing.82

This single node operation provides an oportunity to redesign the tracking algorithms to combine the83

reconstruction currently performed separately at L2 and the EF in a more optimal way. In addition, it84

allows information from the new detector subsystems such as the IBL and FTK to be integrated into the85

algorithm design from the very beginning.86

Figure 1 shows a schematic of the new tracking design. As in the Run 1 system it will again be87

divided into two sections, but extensive use of the opportunities a↵orded by running on a single node88

will be used. The redesigned system for running after LS1 includes a fast tracking stage, based on89

similar pattern recognition algorithms to those used at L2 during Run 1, followed by a more detailed90

tracking stage, similar to the Run 1 EF tracking, but seeded by individual tracks from the fast tracking.91

The fast tracking stage is being designed to use track seeds from individual spacepoint combinations,92

or tracks identified by the FTK or tracks from the L1 tracking foreseen for a future ATLAS upgrade.93

degree of freedom is denoted �.
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